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Complementary kinematic regions of 
Collider vs. fixed target experiments 
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Colliders enable 
significant 

enhancement in x 
and Q2 reach of any 

measurement 
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Complementary techniques 
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Why not use polarized 

quarks and gluons 
abundantly available in 
protons as probes ?  

Precise kinematic 
reconstruction difficult in 
inclusive measurements 

Photons colorless: forced to 
interact at NLO with gluons 

 
Can’t distinguish between 

quarks and anti-quarks  
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RHIC as a Polarized p-p Collider 

PTEP 2015, 03A102 S. Ozaki and T. Roser

Fig. 8. View down the magnet gap of the warm, iron- based helical partial Siberian snake of the AGS.

Fig. 9. Accelerator configuration of RHIC facility for the spin physics program.

allows the comparison of the different modes of operation properly reflecting the relative statistical
relevance of the data samples and also the degree of difficulty in achieving high luminosity.

The high charge and the low number of gold ions made it possible to contemplate stochastic cool-
ing of the 100 GeV/nucleon bunched beam. A 6–9 GHz longitudinal and a 5–8 GHz vertical and
horizontal stochastic cooling system was installed using novel high power multi-cavity kickers and
the high-energy bunched beam was successfully cooled [8]. With the three planes of stochastic cool-
ing operational in both rings, a peak luminosity at PHENIX and STAR of up to 50 × 1026 cm−2 s−1

is possible, with an average store luminosity of 30 × 1026 cm−2 s−1, which is 15 times the original
RHIC design average store luminosity [9]. The large luminosity increase was accomplished with the
novel application of stochastic cooling to high energy and bunched beams and through a number of
inexpensive upgrade projects.

To make full use of the stochastic cooling a 56 MHz SRF quarter-wave cavity (Fig. 11) is being
added to the RHIC rings that can provide 2 MV RF voltage in a large bucket during the beam storage.
The large RF bucket, in combination with the existing 197 MHz RFsystem, will allow the longitudinal
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Two major collider detectors 
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EM Calorimetry -1 < η < 2 
Tracking & PID  -1 < η < 1 

PHENIX Detector 

EM Calorimetry | η | < 0.35  & 2.0 < η < 3.6  
MuID/Tracking 1.2 < η < 2.4 
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RHIC Spin Program 

 π0,+,-  Production 
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Prompt Photon 

Gluon Polarization Anti-Quark Polarization Transverse  
single/double 
Spin effects 

W physics 
 
 
 

Longitudinal single spin physics 

Transversity: 
Sivers vs. Collins effects  

& physics of higher twists; 
Pion interf. Fragmentation 
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ALL proportional to Δg 
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3.1 THE POLARIZED GLUON DISTRIBUTION 
 
The measurement of the gluon polarization in 

a longitudinally polarized proton has been a ma-
jor emphasis and strength of the spin physics 
program at RHIC since its inception [5]. In 2009, 
with the improved luminosity and polarization as 
well as upgraded triggering and data acquisition 
systems for STAR, the uncertainties on the pub-
lished inclusive π0 and jet longitudinal double 
spin asymmetries ALL at √s = 200 GeV were im-
proved considerably. Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-2 
compare the published inclusive π0 and jet ALL 
(blue points) vs. xT at mid-rapidity for |η| < 0.35 
[6] and |η| < 1 [7], respectively, to predictions 
from several NLO global analyses [4,8,9] (blue 
curves). The error bars represent the point-to-
point uncertainties. The gray/golden bands illus-
trate the size of the correlated systematic uncer-

tainties. The impact of the new jet data on the 
polarized gluon distribution and its truncated x-
integral was studied using the reweighting meth-
od adopted by the NNPDF collaboration [9]. The 
integral of Δg(x,Q2=10 GeV2) in the range 0.05 < 
x < 0.2 is 0.05 ± 0.15 for the original NNPDF fit 
and 0.17 ± 0.06 when the fit is reweighted using 
the 2009 STAR jet data for √s=200 GeV. It is 
shown that the new results are completely con-
sistent with PHENIX π0 ALL data. The DSSV 
group has performed a new global analysis [4] 
including both the 2009 PHENIX and STAR re-
sults for ALL. They find that the integral of 
Δg(x,Q2=10 GeV2)  in the region x > 0.05 is 

 at 90% C.L., consistent with the 
NNPDFpol1.1 fit [9].   

 

  
Figure 3-1: ALL vs. xT for π0-mesons production at mid 
rapidity with the point-to-point uncertainties in 200 GeV 
(blue circles) and 510 GeV (red squares) p+p collisions, 
compared to predictions from three recent NLO global 
analyses [4,8,9] (blue curves for 200 GeV and red curves 
for 510 GeV). The gray/gold bands give the correlated 
systematic uncertainties. 
 

Figure 3-2: ALL vs. xT for inclusive jet production at mid-
rapidity in 200 GeV (blue circles) [7] and 510 GeV (red 
squares) p+p collisions, compared to predictions from 
three recent NLO global analyses [4,8,9] (blue curves for 
200 GeV and red curves for 510 GeV). 
 

Figure 3-3 represents the 90% C.L. areas in 
the plane spanned by the truncated integrals of 
Δg computed for 0.05 < x < 1 and 0.001 < x < 
0.05 at a scale Q2=10 GeV2. Results for DSSV 
[3], DSSV* and the new DSSV [4] analysis, with 
the symbols denoting the respective values of 
each central fit, are shown. It is obvious that the 
2009 ALL data from PHENIX and STAR taken at 
√s = 200 GeV have reduced the uncertainties for 
x > 0.05 significantly. For the first time there is 
clear evidence for a nonzero gluon contribution 
to the spin of the proton from the x region cov-
ered by current RHIC data. But the plot also 

shows clearly that the uncertainties in the un-
measured small-x region, x < 0.05, still remain 
very large.  

Preliminary mid-rapidity inclusive π0 and jet 
ALL data from RHIC collected in Run-2012 and 
2013 at both √s = 200 GeV and 510 GeV, as well 
as future measurements at forward rapidities (η > 
3) will further reduce the uncertainties on the 
truncated moment of Δg. In particular, the latter 
measurements will significantly extend the kin-
ematic reach in x towards values of a few times 
10-3 where Δg is unconstrained so far. Figure 3-1 

0.20−0.07
+0.06
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Principle data sets to be included in the Next-to-Leading-Order (NLO) calculations 
By theorists (DSSV) DeFlorian, Sassot, Stratmann & Vogelsang (2008-2014) 
Leader et al. (LSS), and recently neural network in to PDFs (NNPDF) 

50%-65% Beam polarization  
At 250 & 100 GeV p beams 
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Δg @ RHIC Current status: 
0.05 < x < 0.2 
Difficult to go below <x> = 0.01, xmin < 0.001 
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and Figure 3-2 also include the preliminary 
PHENIX and STAR results for inclusive π0 and 
jet ALL measurements at √s = 510 GeV from Run-
2013 and Run-2012 (red points), respectively, as 
a function of xT compared to three recent QCD 
global analyses (red curves). Taking xT as a 
rough proxy for the smallest momentum fraction 
x at which Δg can be sampled by a given data 

point, illustrates the importance of the 510 GeV 
RHIC measurements in extending the kinematic 
reach. Both new data sets also exhibit high statis-
tical precision and small systematic uncertainties, 
which is crucial for making a significant impact 
in upcoming global QCD analyses of helicity 
PDFs. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3-4: The anticipated statistical precision for 
inclusive π0 ALL measurements at √s=510 GeV in the 
pseudorapidity range 3.1 < η < 3.9 with the PHE-
NIX MPC in 2013 compared to the theoretical ex-
pectation based on the latest DSSV-2014 PDFs in-
cluding 90% C.L. uncertainties. 

Figure 3-5: The projected statistical precision for ALL vs. pT for 
inclusive jets in 200 GeV p+p collisions based on the com-
bined data from the 2009 and 2015 RHIC runs, compared to 
the uncertainties from the DSSV-2014 fit, which included the 
2009 inclusive jet results among the inputs. 

 
 
Figure 3-4 illustrates the anticipated statistical 

precision for future inclusive π0 ALL measure-
ments at √s=510 GeV in the pseudorapidity 
range 3.1 < η < 3.9 with the PHENIX forward 

electromagnetic calorimeter (MPC). The esti-
mates are based on the recorded luminosity in 
Run-2013.  Also shown is a theoretical expecta-
tion based on the latest DSSV analysis including 
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Figure 3-3: 90% C.L. areas in the plane spanned by the 
truncated moments of Δg computed for 0.05 < x < 1 and 
0.001 < x < 0.05 at Q2=10 GeV2. Results for DSSV, 
DSSV* (including preliminary and final RHIC data up to 
Run-2006, respectively) and the new DSSV analysis 
based on RHIC data up to Run-2009 are shown, with the 
symbols corresponding to the respective central values of 
each central fit. 
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PHENIX MPC 2013 
Anticipated Xmin ~10-3 
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Status of Δg & ΔΣ
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Abstract 
This document summarizes recent achievements of the RHIC spin program and their impact on our 
understanding of the nucleon’s spin structure, i.e. the individual parton (quarks and gluons) contributions to 
the helicity structure of the nucleon and to understand the origin of the transverse spin phenomena. Open 
questions are identified and a suite of future measurements with polarized beams at RHIC to address them is 
laid out. Machine and detector requirements and upgrades are briefly discussed.  

The Helicity Structure of the Proton 
Helicity parton density functions (PDFs) carry vital information on the extent to which quarks and gluons 
with a given momentum fraction x have their spins aligned with the spin direction of a fast moving nucleon 
in a helicity eigenstate. The corresponding integrals over all x relate to one of the most fundamental, but not 
yet satisfactorily answered questions in hadronic physics: how is the spin of the proton distributed among its 
constituents? The most precise knowledge about helicity PDFs, along with estimates of their uncertainties, is 
gathered from comprehensive global QCD analyses of available spin-dependent data. Such fits show that 
while the quark spin contribution is ~30% of the proton spin, contributions from the gluon spin and the 
orbital angular momenta of quarks and gluon have remained uncertain. 

The polarized gluon distribution Δg 

Longitudinally polarized proton-proton collisions are currently the best source of information on the elusive 
gluon helicity PDF, Δg, due to the dominance of gluon induced hard scattering processes. At RHIC, 
PHENIX and STAR have measured the double helicity asymmetry, ALL, of neutral pions and jets, 
respectively, at mid-rapidity for  s = 200 GeV in 2005 and 2006 [1,2].  These data were included in the 
DSSV global analysis [3] and significantly constrained Δg(x) in the region 0.05 < x < 0.2 . The result for the 
corresponding integral is   Δg(x)dx = 00.05

0.2∫ .005±0.164
0.129  at a scale of Q2=10 GeV2, consistent with zero within 

sizable uncertainties. The uncertainties were determined by mapping out the χ2 profile for the truncated 
integral with the robust Lagrange multiplier method. An increase οf Δχ2/χ2 = 2% was identified by DSSV as 
a conservative estimate of PDF uncertainties [3] and will be used in this document as well. 

In 2009, with improved luminosity and polarization, as well as upgraded triggering and data acquisition 
systems at STAR, both experiments improved considerably the uncertainties in ALL measurements at  s =200 
GeV.  The impact of these data on global QCD fits based on the DSSV framework is illustrated in Figure 1 
and 2. The fit labeled DSSV+ supplements the RHIC data used in the original DSSV analysis with recent 
results from polarized deep-inelastic scattering (DIS) obtained by COMPASS [4], and the results denoted as 
DSSV++ include, in addition, the 2009 RHIC data shown in Figure 1 (left). The preliminary DSSV++ fit is 
fully consistent with the previous DSSV fit within the uncertainties and shows a preference for a sizable 
(relative to the total proton spin of   1/2 ) gluon contribution,   Δg(x)dx = 00.05

0.2
∫ .1±0.07

0.06  with significantly reduced 
uncertainties. Despite this very important achievement, uncertainties for Δg(x) remain significant in the 
presently unmeasured small x region and prevent a reliable determination of the full integral, see Figure 2. 
By comparing �g(x) integrated in the x-range presently covered by RHIC with the integral for the sum of 
the polarized quark densities   ΔΣ(x)dx = 00.001

1∫ .366±0.062
0.042 , as determined from DIS data [3],  it can be seen that 

despite the different x-ranges gluons can make a very significant contribution to the spin of the proton (Note: 

  
1
2
= 1

2
ΔΣ + ΔG + Lq + Lg , with Lq and Lg being the orbital angular momenta of quarks and gluons). To further 

improve the Δg(x) constraint and its integral, we plan to follow three steps:  (1) reduce the statistical and 
systematic uncertainties on the two workhorses of the RHIC Δg program, jet and π0 ALL. (2) Make use of 
correlation measurements such as di-jets and di-hadrons, which give access to the partonic kinematics and 
thus the functional form of Δg(x) (Note:   x2 = pT (eη1 + eη2 ) / s and  x1 = pT (e−η1 + e−η2 ) / s , where η1,2 represent 
the pseudorapidities of the two outgoing partons). %The functional form of Δg(x) also provides insight in%the%
dynamical%origin%of%gluons%inside%the%proton.%First results from di-jets and di-π0 from STAR and PHENIX 
have been released, and projections for STAR di-jets are shown in Figure 3. (3) Access lower x by 
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After RHIC-Spin Program: 
 
Ø Confidence in ΔΣ
Ø  Δg needs significant broadening in x-range to make it 

more precise 
Ø No measurements of LG, LQ 

Leads directly to the future Electron Ion Collider (EIC) 

Δg ~ 1.0 +/- 1.5 before RHIC 
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Anti-Quark Polarization measurement via 
W production and decay 

•  Large parity violating effect 
anticipated 

• Measurement complimentary to 
SIDIS, but devoid of fragmentation 
function makes it cleaner! 

• NLO analyses about now available 
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3.2 THE POLARIZED LIGHT SEA QUARK DISTRIBU-
TIONS 

 
The production of W± bosons in longitudinally 

polarized proton-proton collisions serves as an 
elegant tool to access the valence and sea quark 
helicity distributions at a high scale, Q∼MW, and 
without the need of FF as in semi-inclusive DIS. 
The charge of the W-boson, or its decay lepton, 
selects predominantly u and ! quarks in W+ pro-
duction and d and !  quarks in W- production. 
Furthermore, due to the parity violating nature of 
the weak interactions, the W bosons only couple 
to either left-handed particles or right-handed 
antiparticles and thus select quarks and anti-
quarks with helicities parallel or anti-parallel to 
the longitudinally polarized proton. Consequent-
ly, the single spin asymmetry for leptons from 
W+ decays can then be written at lowest order as 

A!!
! =
{!! !! ! !! (!!!"#$)!!!! !! ! !! (!!!"#$)!}⨂(!!!!)

{! !! ! !! (!!!"#$)!!!! !! ! !! (!!!"#$)!}⨂(!!!!)
,  

 
and similarly for W- bosons by exchanging up 
and down quark flavors. 

While the valence quark helicity densities are 
already well known at intermediate x from DIS, 
the sea quark helicity PDFs are only poorly con-
strained. The latter are of special interest due to 
the differing predictions in various models of 
nucleon structure [see Ref. 13  for a review], 
which are all able to describe the asymmetry of 
the unpolarized light quark sea. The existing po-
larized SIDIS data show a tendency for ! and 
!having opposite signs while still being con-
sistent with a flavor symmetric light sea within 
the large uncertainties.  
The inaugural run at √s = 500 GeV in 2009 pro-
vided the first, but still statistics limited meas-
urement of the longitudinal single-spin asymme-
tries AL in W± boson production and their subse-
quent calculable leptonic decay [14].  The rapid 
analysis of the 2011 (√s = 500 GeV) and the high 
statistics 2012 (√s=510 GeV) longitudinal polar-
ized p+p data sets provided the first results for 
W± with substantial impact on the light sea (anti-) 
quark polarizations.  

 

 

 

Figure 3-9: Longitudinal single-spin asymmetry AL for 
W± production as a function of lepton pseudorapidity ηe 
measured by STAR [15] in comparison to theory predic-
tions only based on inclusive and semi-inclusive DIS 
data. 
 

Figure 3-10: Light sea polarized (green) and unpolarized 
(red) differences between ! and ! quarks. The curves are 
extracted by NNPDF-2.3 for the unpolarized PDFs and 
by NNPDFpol1.1 for the polarized PDFs, which included 
the 2012 STAR W single spin asymmetries [15] in their 
fit [16].    
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final result is a weighted average of asymmetries from
two beams. A likelihood method was also used in order
to deal with the lower statistics, particularly in the 2011
and 2012 data sets.

The two rings at RHIC with counter-propagating
beams are designated yellow (y,Y) and blue (b,B). The
number of expected counts µyb for the data sample can
be expressed as:

µyb = RybN (1+b·ALPB+y·ALPY +b·y·ALLPBPY ) (2)

where Ryb is the relative luminosity between the colliding
beam helicity configurations, y (b) denotes the helicity of
the two colliding beams and takes the value of +1 (�1)
for positive (negative) helicity, the parameter N is an
average count, PB and PY are the polarizations of the
two beams, ALL is the double spin asymmetry. The spin
asymmetries were calculated by maximizing a likelihood
function defined using Poisson statistics as:

L =
Y

y=±1,b=±1

P (µyb, Nyb) , (3)

where Nyb is the spin sorted yield. To calculate the 2013
positive and negative ⌘ bin asymmetries a generalized
form for these equations was used.
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FIG. 2. (color online). Asymmetry results from the com-
bined 2011 and 2012 data sets for |⌘| < 0.35 (black circles)
and the 2013 data (red squares) separated into two equal ⌘
bins between -0.35 and 0.35. The green line and shaded re-
gion shows a theoretical calculation using CHE [15] with the
NNPDFpol1.1 PDF sets [8], while the dashed magenta line
shows the DSSV14 calculation [27].

Table II summarizes the AL results. Both of the asym-
metry calculation methods employed gave consistent re-
sults for all the data sets. The systematic uncertainties
were obtained by propagating the systematic uncertain-
ties of the dilution factors to the final asymmetry values.

The asymmetry in the background region was also mea-
sured and for all cases the asymmetry was consistent with
zero, within uncertainties.

TABLE II. Longitudinal single-spin asymmetries, AL, for
the 2011 and 2012 data sets (combined) spanning the entire ⌘
range of PHENIX (|⌘| < 0.35), for the 2013 data set separated
into two ⌘ bins, and for the combined 2011-2013 data sets.

Lepton Data Set h⌘i AL

e+ 2011+2012 0 -0.27 ± 0.10 (stat) ± 0.01 (syst)

2013 ⌘ > 0 0.17 -0.38 ± 0.07 (stat) ±0.01 (syst)

2013 ⌘ < 0 -0.17 -0.35 ± 0.07 (stat) ±0.01 (syst)

2011–2013 all 0 -0.35 ± 0.04 (stat) ±0.01 (syst)

e� 2011+2012 0 0.28 ± 0.16 (stat) ± 0.02 (syst)

2013 ⌘ > 0 0.17 0.10 ± 0.13 (stat) +0.02
�0.01 (syst)

2013 ⌘ < 0 -0.17 0.17 ± 0.12 (stat) +0.03
�0.01 (syst)

2011–2013 all 0 0.17 ± 0.08 (stat) ±0.02 (syst)

These results are shown in Fig. 2 with two theoretical
calculations: (CHE) [15] for the NNPDFpol1.1 [8] and a
recent calculation [27] using the DSSV 14 PDF sets [28].
While the DSSV 14 curve was obtained from a global
fit of DIS and SIDIS data (including recent COMPASS
results [9, 10]), the NNPDFpol1.1 uncertainty band con-
tains the 2012 STAR [20] result for flavor separation in
addition to DIS data. The theoretical asymmetry calcu-
lations agree with the data within 1.5 � uncertainty of
the data points. These results will be used to further
constrain the quark and anti-quark polarized parton dis-
tributions functions at an intermediate Bjorken x value
of roughly MW /

p
s = 0.16.
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FIG. 3. (color online). Asymmetry results from the combined
2011–2013 data sets from PHENIX [red] circles and the STAR
2012 [20] W results [blue] stars and their respective DSSV 14
theoretical predictions.
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Anti-Quark polarization….  
W+/- production   

@ 500 GeV 
 

Anticipated results & their 
impact 
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! ! 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3-13: χ2 profiles and x-dependent uncertainty estimates for ∆! (left) and ∆! (right) with (DSSV++) and with-
out (DSSV, DSSV+) including the projections for W boson AL data shown in Figure 3-11. 

 
As a complementary measurement the unpo-

larized cross section ratios of positively charged 
W’s over negatively charged W’s probe the ratio 
of the unpolarized light sea quark distributions 
without the need of nuclear targets and their re-
quired corrections. Assuming the strange (anti-) 
quark contributions are negligible the W cross 
section ratio can be directly related to the ratio: 
!!!/!! = ! !! ! !! !! !! !(!!)

! !! ! !! !!(!!)!(!!)
.  

The STAR experiment has recently shown 
that in addition to measuring the decay leptons of 
the W-bosons it can also fully reconstruct the 
kinematics of the W-bosons themselves [17]. 
Figure 3-14 shows the anticipated experimental 

uncertainties for !!!/!!as function of the W 
boson rapidity for the data recorded for 2011 to 
2013.  Also shown is the theoretical uncertainty 
based on the current knowledge of the unpolar-
ized quark distributions, i.e. CT10-NLO [18] cal-
culated using MCFM 6.8 [19]. These data are 
directly without any assumptions sensitive to the 
light sea asymmetry in an region of x > 0.05, 
which is relevant to confirm the E866 findings 
[20] and in particular whether there is a sign 
change of this ratio at x of 0.25-0.3 currently 
based on one point being 1.5 statistical standard 
deviations below zero.  

 

 

 
 
 
Figure 3-14 Expected uncertainties for the W pro-
duction charge ratios as a function of the W rapidity 
as measured by STAR compared to the theoretical 
uncertainty based on the current knowledge of the 
unpolarized quark distributions from CT10 [18]. 
The experimental uncertainties are based on the data 
recorded 2011 to 2013.   
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Most interestingly, the 2011+2012 STAR data 
[15] (see Figure 3-9) at central rapidities prefer 
W- decay lepton asymmetries which are system-
atically larger than the central values of the 
DSSV08 analysis, directly indicating more posi-
tive !!helicities, while the W+ asymmetries are 
roughly compatible with the central values of the 
DSSV08 analysis. As a consequence these results 
provide the first clear evidence of the flavor 
symmetry being also broken for the polarized 
light quark sea with ∆!!being positive than ∆! 
being negative. A positive ∆! − ∆!!asymmetry 
would favor the chiral quark soliton model, the 
Pauli blocking ansatz and statistical models, 
while disfavoring many cloud based models. 

A first polarized PDF fit by the NNPDF 
group [9], confirms this finding, although they do 
not include any SIDIS data at present. Their re-
sults show that a symmetric polarized sea in the 
measured x region can be excluded by more than 
one sigma, see Figure 3-10. 

With the substantially increased statistics 
from Run-2013 much smaller uncertainties on 
the asymmetries will be reached for the total data 
taken between 2011 and 2013, as projected in 
Figure 3-11. Preliminary results by PHENIX at 
central and forward rapidities have recently been 

released, which are consistent with the previous 
measurements where overlapping in rapidity. The 
STAR analysis is still ongoing.  

With the total 2011 to 2013 data sets analyzed 
by both experiments the expected uncertainties of 
the integral on the ∆! helicity in the accessed x 
range above 0.05 will reach ~1% as shown in 
Figure 3-13 (left) according to a DSSV analysis 
including pseudo-data based on the expected un-
certainties from both experiments. For the ∆!!he-
licity a precision of around 2% can be expected 
as is displayed in Figure 3-13 (right). Including 
pseudo-data based on the projected uncertainties 
shown in Figure 3-11 into the NNPDF frame-
work the relative uncertainty reduction seen in 
the DSSV++ fit on the individual ∆!!and ∆!!par-
ton distribution functions as shown in Figure 
3-13 is confirmed. The uncertainty on the flavor 
asymmetry for the polarized light quark sea 
∆! − ∆! is further reduced and a measurement 
on the 2σ level will be possible (see Figure 
3-12).  These results demonstrate that the RHIC 
W program will lead, as soon as all the recorded 
data are fully analyzed, to a substantial im-
provement in the understanding of the light sea 
quark polarizations in the nucleon.  

 

 

Figure 3-11: Projected uncertainties of the W single spin 
asymmetries AL as a function of rapidity. 
The total delivered luminosity corresponds to 713 pb-1 
with an average polarization over the three running peri-
ods and both beams of 53% 

Figure 3-12: The polarized light sea-quark asymmetry 
!(∆! − ∆!) computed with NNPDFpol1.1 and 
NNPDFpol1.1+ PDFs, after including the pseudo-data 
based on the projected uncertainties shown in Figure 
3-11, at Q2 = 10 GeV2 compared to various models of 
nucleon structure (see Ref. [13] for a review). 
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Transverse spin introduction 

•  Since people starved to measure effects at high pT to interpret 
them in pQCD frameworks, this was “neglected” as it was 
expected to be small….. However…. 

•  Pion production in single transverse spin collisions showed us 
something different….  
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“Single-spin asymmetry” 

!" L!

R 

•  expect  AN ~                    in simple parton model 
Kane, Pumplin, Repko ‘78 

AN =
NL �NR

NL + NR

AN ⇠ mq

pT
↵S Kane, Pumplin, Repko 1978
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Transverse spin asymmetries @ RHIC 
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Transverse spin structure of the proton 
A natural next step in the investigation of nucleon structure is an expansion of our current picture of the 
nucleon by imaging the proton in both momentum and impact parameter space. At the same time we need to 
further our understanding of color interactions and how they manifest in different processes. In the new 
theoretical framework of transverse momentum dependent parton distributions (TMDs) we can obtain an 
image in the transverse as well as longitudinal momentum space (2+1 dimensions).  This has attracted 
renewed interest, both experimentally and theoretically in transverse single spin asymmetries (SSA) in 
hadronic processes at high energies, which have a more than 30 years history. First measurements at RHIC 
have extended the observations from the fixed-target energy range to the collider regime. Future PHENIX 
and STAR measurements at RHIC with transversely polarized beams will provide unique opportunities to 
study the transverse spin asymmetries in Drell-Yan lepton pair, direct photon, and W boson productions, and 
other complementary processes. Also evolution and universality properties of these functions can be studied. 
Polarized nucleon-nucleus collisions may provide further information about the origin of SSA in the forward 
direction and the saturation phenomena in large nuclei at small x. 

Transverse asymmetries at RHIC  

Single spin asymmetries in inclusive hadron production in proton-proton collisions have been measured at 
RHIC for the highest center-of-mass energies to date, √s=500 GeV.  Figure 6 summarizes the measured 
asymmetries from different experiments as functions of Feynman-x (xF ~ x1-x2) and transverse momentum. 
Surprisingly large asymmetries are seen that are nearly independent of s  over a very broad range. To 
understand the observed significant SSAs one has to go beyond the conventional collinear parton picture in 
the hard processes.  Two theoretical formalisms have been proposed to generate sizable SSAs in the QCD 
framework: transverse momentum dependent parton distributions and fragmentation functions, which 
provide the full transverse momentum information and the collinear quark-gluon-quark correlation, which 
provides the average transverse information.   

 
At RHIC the pT-scale is sufficiently large to make the collinear quark-gluon-quark correlation formalism the 
appropriate approach to calculate the spin asymmetries. At the same time, a transverse momentum dependent 
model has been applied to the SSAs in these hadronic processes as well. Here, various underlying 
mechanisms can contribute and need to be disentangled to understand the experimental observations in 
detail, in particular the pT-dependence. These mechanisms are associated with the spin of the initial state 
nucleon (Sivers/Qiu-Sterman effects) and outgoing hadrons (Collins effects). We identify observables below, 
which will help to separate the contributions from initial and final states, and will give insight to the 
transverse spin structure of hadrons.  

 
Figure 6: Transverse single spin asymmetry measurements for neutral pions at different center-of-mass energies as function of 

Feynman-x (left) and pT-dependence at = 500 GeV (right). 
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•  Large very forward neutron 
asymmetry found at RHIC. 

• Center of Mass & pT 
dependence studied 

• Not understood how it arises: 
a challenge to theorist  

Other unexpected discoveries…  
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Transverse spin data @ RHIC: 
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4 THE CONFINED MOTION OF PARTONS IN NU-
CLEONS  

 
A natural next step in the investigation of nu-

cleon structure is an expansion of our current 
picture of the nucleon by imaging the proton in 
both momentum and impact parameter space. 
From TMD parton distributions we can obtain an 
“image” of the proton in transverse as well as in 
longitudinal momentum space (2+1 dimensions).  
At the same time we need to further our under-
standing of color interactions and how they man-
ifest themselves in different processes. This has 
attracted renewed interest, both experimentally 

and theoretically, in transverse single spin 
asymmetries (SSA) in hadronic processes at high 
energies, which have a more than 30 year history. 
Measurements at RHIC have extended the obser-
vations from the fixed-target energy range to the 
collider regime, up to and including the highest 
center-of-mass energies to date in polarized p+p 
collisions. Figure 4-1 summarizes the measured 
asymmetries from different RHIC experiments as 
function of Feynman-x (xF ~ x1-x2). 

 

 
Figure 4-1: Transverse single spin asymmetry measurements for charged and neutral pions at different center-of-mass 
energies as function of Feynman-x. 
 

The surprisingly large asymmetries seen are 
nearly independent of  over a very wide 
range. To understand the observed SSAs one has 
to go beyond the conventional leading twist col-
linear parton picture in the hard processes. Two 
theoretical formalisms have been proposed to 
explain sizable SSAs in the QCD framework: 
These are transverse momentum dependent par-
ton distributions and fragmentation functions, 
such as the Sivers and Collins functions dis-
cussed below, and transverse-momentum inte-
grated (collinear) quark-gluon-quark correlations, 
which are twist-3 distributions in the initial state 
proton or in the fragmentation process. For many 
spin asymmetries, several of these functions can 
contribute and need to be disentangled to under-
stand the experimental observations in detail, in 
particular the dependence on pT measured in the 
final state.  The functions express a spin depend-
ence either in the initial state (such as the Sivers 

distribution or its Twist-3 analog, the Efremov-
Teryaev-Qui-Sterman (ETQS) function [21]) or 
in the final state (via the fragmentation of a po-
larized quarks, such as the Collins function). 

The Sivers function, , describes the corre-
lation of the parton transverse momentum with 
the transverse spin of the nucleon. A non-
vanishing  means that the transverse parton 
momentum distribution is azimuthally asymmet-
ric, with the nucleon spin providing a preferred 
transverse direction. The Sivers function, , is 
correlated with the ETQS functions, Tq,F, through 
the following relation: 
!!,! !, ! = − !!!! !! !

! !!!!! !, !!! |!"#"! [Eq. 4-1].  
In this sense, a measurement constraining the 

ETQS function indirectly also constrains the Siv-
ers function.  We will use this connection repeat-
edly in the following. 

s

f1T
⊥

f1T
⊥

f1T
⊥

Large transvers spin asymmetries at high Center of Mass à 
Surprise! Various questions being studied…  
What is the underlying mechanism? 
Observed pT dependence  AN consistent with expectations? 
Can TMD evolution be seen in RHIC data? 
Can the we study factorization breaking using RHIC p+p data? 
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Possible origins of transverse spin effects: 
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Sivers vs. Collins 

6/09/15 
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In p-p scattering you will always see a combination of both. 
èFragmentation functions need to be measured in e+e- to 
disentangle various observed effects: now underway 
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STAR: jet + π+/-+X and π++π-+X 
 transversity x fragmentation function ≠ 0 
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Figure 4-2: !!"

!"#(!!!!!) vs. z for charged pions in 
jets at 0 <η < 1 from p+p collisions at ! = 200 
GeV  and 500 GeV by STAR.  The pT,jet ranges 
have been chosen to sample the same parton x 
values for both beam energies.  The angular cuts, 
characterized by the minimum distance of the 
charged pion from the jet thrust axis, have been 
chosen to sample the same jT –values (jT  ~ ΔR × 
pT,jet). These data show for the first time a non-
zero asymmetry in p+p collisions sensitive to 
transversity x Collins FF. 

By accessing the Collins asymmetry through the 
distribution of pions within a jet, one may also 
extract the kT dependence of transversity, giving 
insight into the multidimensional dependence of 
the distribution. Alternative azimuthal distribu-
tions provide sensitivity to physics beyond trans-
versity including gluon linear polarization [38], 
for which STAR is providing the first ever-
experimental limits.  STAR will have three times 
as much data at 200 GeV than shown in Figure 
4-2 after the 2015 RHIC run, and has proposed to 
record over an order of magnitude more data at 

500 GeV in 2016.  This will enable far more de-
tailed, multi-dimensional examination of the Col-
lins and IFF asymmetries. 

Figure 4-4 shows the di-hadron asymmetry in 
preliminary data from !↑ + ! → !! + !! + ! at 
! < 0.35  at ! = 200  GeV measured by the 

PHENIX detector. Contrary to the STAR result 
these asymmetries are consistent with zero. This 
behavior is attributed to the limited kinematic 
coverage in pseudorapidity and pT, which pushes 
the sampled x range to lower values at which the 
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Figure 4-3: !!"!"#$as a function of !!!!! (upper panel) 
and corresponding !!!!!! (lower panel). A clear en-
hancement of the signal around the ρ-mass region is ob-
served both at √s=200 GeV and 500 GeV by STAR for -1 
< η < 1.  These data show for the first time a nonzero 
asymmetry in p+p collisions sensitive to transversity x 
IFF. 

 

Figure 4-4: !!"!"#$as a function of the invariant mass for 
different hadron combinations at √s=200 GeV by PHE-
NIX for -0.35 < η < 0.35. 
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and corresponding !!!!!! (lower panel). A clear en-
hancement of the signal around the ρ-mass region is ob-
served both at √s=200 GeV and 500 GeV by STAR for -1 
< η < 1.  These data show for the first time a nonzero 
asymmetry in p+p collisions sensitive to transversity x 
IFF. 

 

Figure 4-4: !!"!"#$as a function of the invariant mass for 
different hadron combinations at √s=200 GeV by PHE-
NIX for -0.35 < η < 0.35. 
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Between now and 2017/2018 
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Years Beam Species and 
Energies 

Science Goals New Systems 
Commissioned/Required 

2013   500 GeV p+p   Sea antiquark and gluon polarization  Electron lenses  
upgraded pol’d source  

2014 
 200 GeV p↑+p  
 

  200 GeV p+p  

Unravel underlying sub-processes for AN  
 

Improve precision on Δg(x) 

PHENIX Muon Piston 
Calorimeter Extension  

2015-
2017  200 GeV p↑+A  

 

 500 GeV p↑+p  
 
 

  500 GeV p+p  

Unravel underlying sub-processes for AN, 
AUT for excl. J/ Ψ GPD E  

 
First measurement of  
PHENIX: AN(DY), STAR: AN(W/Z) 
Unravel underlying sub-processes for AN 
Δg(x) at low-x, sea antiquark polarizations 

STAR inner TPC pad row 
upgrade 

>2018 
 200 GeV p↑+A   
 

 160 GeV p↑+3He↑

 
 

 500 GeV p↑+p  
 

Unravel underlying sub-processes for AN, 
AUT for excl. J/ Ψ GPD E 
 
Quark flavor separation for TMDs 
 
Precision measurements of transversity, 
Sivers, IFF, and AN(DY) 

Forward upgrade to sPHENIX                  
STAR forward physics 
upgrade 
Polarized He3 beams 

 

Summary 
A myriad of new techniques and technologies made it possible to inaugurate the Relativistic Heavy Ion 
Collider (RHIC) at Brookhaven National Laboratory as the world's first high-energy polarized proton 
collider in December 2001. RHIC delivers polarized proton-proton collisions at center-of-mass energies of 
up to 500 GeV. This unique environment provides opportunities to study the polarized quark and gluon spin 
structure of the proton and QCD dynamics at a high energy scale and is therefore complementary to existing 
semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering experiments. Recent data from RHIC have for the first time shown a 
non-zero contribution of the gluons to the proton spin,   Δg(x)dx = 00.05

0.2
∫ .1±0.07

0.06 (see Figure 1 and 2). 
The results of parity violating single spin asymmetries in W production from 2012 have demonstrated that 
the RHIC W program will with the expected statistics of the next run lead to a substantial improvement in the 
understanding of the light sea quark polarizations in the nucleon (see Figure 4 and 5). 
 
In recent years, transverse spin phenomena have gained attention as they offer the unique opportunity to 
expand our current one-dimensional picture of the nucleon by imaging the proton in both momentum and 
impact parameter space. At the same time we can further understand the basics of color interactions in QCD 
and how they manifest themselves in different processes. Results from PHENIX and STAR have also shown 
that large transverse spin asymmetries for inclusive hadron production that were seen in p+p collisions at 
fixed-target energies and modest pT extend to the highest RHIC energies and surprisingly large pT.  Future 
RHIC measurements will provide the essential data to elucidate the dynamical mechanisms that produce 
these large asymmetries, and crucial tests of the predicted process-dependence of the TMDs. 
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RHIC addresses these topics in various complementary ways, making use of the tremendous versatility 
of the machine, which makes readily available both longitudinal and transverse polarization of the protons 
relative to their momenta. The focus of RHIC spin is on the following key questions: 
 
How do gluons contribute to the proton spin?  

The polarization of gluons in the proton has 
long been expected to be a source of significant 
contributions to the proton spin. Indeed, the latest 
longitudinally polarized data from RHIC have, 
for the first time, provided evidence that gluons 
do show a preferential alignment of their spins 
with the proton’s spin. This is a milestone for the 
field, offering new clues on the proton spin de-
composition and on the nature of the strong force 
fields inside a proton. The current generation of 
RHIC measurements is providing information 
about the polarization of those gluons that carry 
around 1% or more of the proton's momen-
tum.  Detector upgrades during the next few 
years will extend this sensitivity to gluons with 
even smaller momenta. 

 
What is the “landscape” of the polarized sea 
in the nucleon?  

In order to understand the dynamics of the 
quark-antiquark fluctuations in the proton, one 
needs to learn about the up, down, and strange 
quark and antiquark densities, individually. This 
is expected to provide insight into the question of 
why it is that the total quark plus antiquark con-
tribution to the proton spin was found to be so 
small. It is also important for models of nucleon 
structure, which generally make clear qualitative 
predictions about, for example, the flavor asym-
metry in the light quarks in the proton sea. Such 
predictions are often related to fundamental con-
cepts such as the Pauli principle. At RHIC one 
uses a powerful technique based on the violation 
of parity in weak interactions. The W± bosons 
naturally select left quark handedness and right 

antiquark handedness and hence are ideal probes 
of nucleon helicity structure. Data from RHIC 
have now reached the precision needed for ob-
taining meaningful constraints on the distribu-
tions, and a significant further increase in preci-
sion is anticipated for the coming years. Compar-
ison with data from semi-inclusive lepton scatter-
ing offers tests of basic concepts of high-energy 
perturbative QCD, such as the universality of 
parton densities.  

 
What do transverse-spin phenomena teach us 
about proton structure? 

The past decade has seen tremendous activity 
and progress, both theoretically and experimen-
tally, in this area. Among the quantities of inter-
est are parton distribution functions that may be 
accessed in spin asymmetries for hard-scattering 
reactions involving transversely polarized pro-
tons. One of these distributions, known as the 
“Sivers function”, is particularly interesting be-
cause it encapsulates the correlations between a 
parton’s transverse momentum inside the proton, 
and the proton spin vector. As such it contains 
information on orbital motion of partons in the 
proton. It was found that the Sivers functions are 
not universal in hard-scattering reactions. This by 
itself is nothing spectacular; however, closer the-
oretical studies have shown that the non-
universality has a clear physical origin that may 
broadly be described as a rescattering of the 
struck parton in the color field of the remnant of 
the polarized proton. Depending on the process, 
the associated color Lorentz forces will act in 
different ways on the parton (see Figure 1-2).  

 
Figure 1-2: Final-state and initial-state color interactions in deep-inelastic lepton nucleon scattering (left hand side) 
and the Drell Yan process (right hand side). 

Could continue these studies with focus on high h should the  
EIC get delayed: with PHENIX and STAR detector Upgrades  

Experimental 
Observation of 
This sign change 
à Factorization 

understood 
à Otherwise? 
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Unified view of the Nucleon Structure 
20 

q (2+1)D imaging Quarks (Jlab/COMPASS) , Gluons (COMPASS/EIC) 
²  TMDs – confined motion in a nucleon (semi-inclusive DIS)  
²  GPDs – Spatial imaging of quarks and gluons (exclusive DIS & diffraction)   

5D 

3D 

1D 

HERMES 
JLab12 

COMPASS 
Valence 

HERMES 
JLab12 

COMPASS 
(RHIC) 

q Wigner distributions 
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World’s first 
Polarized electron-proton/light ion  
and electron-Nucleus collider 
 
Both designs use DOE’s significant 
investments in infrastructure 

For e-A collisions at the EIC: 
ü  Wide range in nuclei 
ü  Luminosity per nucleon same as e-p 
ü  Variable center of mass energy  

The Electron Ion Collider 
Two proposals for realization of the Science Case 

AGS

For e-N collisions at the EIC: 
ü  Polarized beams: e, p, d/3He 
ü  e beam 5-10(20) GeV 
ü  Luminosity Lep ~ 1033-34 cm-2sec-1 

100-1000 times HERA 
ü  20-100 (140) GeV Variable CoM   

1212.1701.v3 
A. Accardi et al 
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World’s first 
Polarized electron-proton/light ion  
and electron-Nucleus collider 
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Physics vs. Luminosity & Energy 

1032 
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1033 

Parton 
Distributions in 

Nuclei 

QCD at Extreme Parton 
Densities - Saturation 

Spin and Flavor Structure of 
the Nucleon and Nuclei 

Tomography (p/A) 
Transverse Momentum 
Distribution and Spatial 

Imaging 
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ΔΣ/2 = Quark contribution to Proton Spin 
  LQ   = Quark Orbital Ang. Mom
 Δg    = Gluon contribution to Proton Spin 
  LG   = Gluon Orbital Ang. Mom  

Our Understanding of 
Nucleon Spin 

1
2

=

1
2
�⌃ + LQ

�
+ [�g + LG]

Precision in ΔΣ and Δg è  A clear idea 
Of the magnitude of LQ+LG 
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3-Dimensional Imaging Quarks and Gluons 
W(x,bT,kT)

∫  d2kT

f(x,bT)f(x,kT)
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3-Dimensional Imaging Quarks and Gluons 
W(x,bT,kT)

∫  d2kT
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Prospect of direct comparison with lattice QCD 

Jq =
1

2
lim
t!0

Z
dx x [Hq(x, ⇠, t) + Eq(x, ⇠, t)] =

1

2
�q + Lq

The first meaningful constraint on quark orbital contribution to proton spin 
by combining the sea from the EIC and valence region from JLab12/COMPASS 

Jq, calculated on Lattice QCD: 

Ø  Quark GPDs and its orbital contribution to the proton spin: 

New developments on LQCD 
calculating parton distributions 
including gluon distributions: 

  
X. Ji et al. PRL 111 (2013) 112002 
Y. Hatta, PRD89 (2014) 8, 085030  
& Y.-Q. Ma, J.-W. Qiu 1404.6860 

Future: 

(General. Parton Dist.s H,E)     
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What do we learn from low-x studies? 

28 

What tames the low-x rise? 
•  New evolution eqn.s @ low x & moderate Q2 
•  Saturation Scale QS(x) where gluon 

emission and recombination comparable 

First observation of gluon recombination effects in nuclei: 
èleading to a collective gluonic system! 

 
First observation of g-g recombination in different nuclei  

à  Is this a universal property?  
à  Is the Color Glass Condensate the correct effective theory? 

 

QS: Matter of Definition and Frame (II)

7

Infinite Momentum Frame:
• BFKL (linear QCD): splitting functions ⇒ gluon density grows
• BK (non-linear): recombination of gluons ⇒ gluon density tamed

BFKL: BK adds:

αs << 1αs ∼ 1 ΛQCD

know how to 
do physics here?

m
ax

. d
en

si
ty

Qs kT

~ 1/kT

k T
 φ

(x
, k

T2 )

• At Qs:   gluon emission balanced by recombination

Unintegrated gluon distribution
depends on kT and x:
the majority of gluons have 
transverse momentum kT ~ QS
(common definition)
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= At QS 

Key Topic in eA: Gluon Saturation (I)

6

In QCD, the proton is made up 
of quanta that fluctuate in and 
out of existence 
• Boosted proton: 
‣ Fluctuations time dilated on 

strong interaction time 
scales  

‣ Long lived gluons can 
radiate further small x 
gluons! 

‣ Explosion of gluon density 
! violates unitarity

�!"##""$

�!"%"$

&'!()*

!+,-.+,/01

21")

21
"&
'

101345.,-.6+,/75".58/01

9

pQCD  
evolution  
equation

New Approach: Non-Linear Evolution 
• New evolution equations at  low-x & low to moderate Q2 

• Saturation of gluon densities characterized by scale Qs(x) 
• Wave function is Color Glass Condensate
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Status and prospects of US EIC 
•  EIC part of the 2015 Long Range Planning Discussion 
•  Will be released October 15, 2015 by the Nuclear Science Advisory 

Committee 
•  All indications are positive, but we need to wait and see 

•  EIC User Group is being formed (contact me if you are interested) 
•  1st Official User Group Meeting at Stony Brook U. June 2014 
•  2nd meeting planned at Berkeley, January 6-9, 2016 (INVITATION) 

•  EIC Detector R&D Funding available  
~140 physicists, 31 institutes (5 Labs, 22 Universities, 9 Non-US Institutions) 15+ 
detector consortia exploring novel technologies for tracking, particle ID, 
calorimetry 
à https://wiki.bnl.gov/conferences/index.php/EIC_R%25D 

à There is need and there is opportunity for YOU to join and contribute 
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Summary: 
• DIS, p-p, and ee contributed complementarily to the 

development of SM of High Energy Physics è  Same true 
for Spin Physics and QCD [RHIC, polarized DIS, polarized 
e+e- at Belle for fragmentation studies] 

• RHIC addressed Δg significantly (limited x), Anti-Quarks, 
and systematically explores transverse spin phenomena 
•  Enormous richness of 3D structure of the proton emphasized 

• Spin physics program at the future polarized EIC will 
address all of this and provide the concrete answers to 
those open questions and more… 
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Thank You 
Abhay Deshpande 
Stony Brook University 
September 17, 2015 
Erice, 37th School at the Ettore Majorana Center 
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How to explore/study this new phase of matter? 
(multi-TeV) e-p collider (LHeC) OR a (multi-10s GeV) e-A collider 

33 

Enhancement of QS with A: 
 Saturation regime reached at significantly lower 

energy (read: “cost”) in nuclei  

Advantage of nucleus à Key Topic in eA: Gluon Saturation (II)

7
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HERA (ep):
Despite high energy range:
• F2, Gp(x, Q2) outside the 

saturation regime 
• Need also Q2 lever arm! 
• Only way in ep is to 

increase &s
• Would require an ep 

collider at &s ~ 1-2 TeV 

Different approach (eA):
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How to explore/study this new phase of matter? 
(multi-TeV) e-p collider (LHeC) OR a (multi-10s GeV) e-A collider 

34 

Enhancement of QS with A: 
 Saturation regime reached at significantly lower 

energy (read: “cost”) in nuclei  

Advantage of nucleus à Key Topic in eA: Gluon Saturation (II)
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Final vote on Long Range Plan US NSAC:  
EIC Part of this plan (to be released October 15, 2015) 

An active Generic Detector R&D Program for EIC underway, 
(supported by DOE, administered by BNL): 

~140 physicists, 31 institutes (5 Labs, 22 Universities, 9 Non-US 
Institutions) 15+ detector consortia exploring novel technologies for 
tracking, particle ID, calorimetry 
à https://wiki.bnl.gov/conferences/index.php/EIC_R%25D 

Invitation: Ample opportunities for your contributions 
The EIC Users Meeting at Stony Brook, June 2014:  

~180 participants from all over the world (Europeans and Asian QCD 
group representatives participated actively) : 
à http://skipper.physics.sunysb.edu/~eicug/meetings/SBU.html 

Next Meeting of the EIC User Group: January 6-9, 2016 
University of California @ Berkeley 
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The RHIC Spin Program (early 2000) 

• Direct determination of polarized gluon distribution (and 
contribution to) in the polarized proton 
•  Polarized fixed target experiments and NLO global analyses 

suggested ΔΣ ~ 0.25 +/-0.05 & Δg ~ 1.0 +/- 1.5  
• Direct determination of anti-quark polarization via using 

the maximal parity violating electro-weak (W+/-) probes 
•  SIDIS: questions regarding contamination from high-twist and 

large uncertainties in polarized fragmentation functions  
• Systematic study of transverse spin phenomena   

•  Many un-understood single spin asymmetries observed but 
none expected 

1
2

=

1
2
�⌃ + LQ

�
+ [�g + LG]
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the current uncertainties on Δg. STAR performed 
a similar measurement utilizing its forward elec-
tromagnetic calorimeter (FMS) at 2.5 < η < 3.8 
[10]. The significant impact of these new meas-
urements is obvious from comparing the antici-
pated statistical precision with the current range 
of theoretical uncertainties, which are mainly 
driven by our ignorance of Δg at momentum 
fractions in the range from a few times 10-3 to 
about 0.01. Data on ALL at forward rapidities will 
be an ideal addition to the suite of measurements 
performed so far. 

The projected statistical precision for ALL vs. 
pT for inclusive jets in 200 GeV p+p collisions 
based on the combined data from the 2009 and 
2015 RHIC runs is shown in Figure 3-5 com-
pared to theoretical expectation based on the lat-
est DSSV-2014 analysis. 

To estimate and demonstrate the potential im-
pact of all these preliminary and forthcoming 
RHIC data for ALL at √s = (200) 510 GeV up to 
Run-2015 (see Table 3-1) on our knowledge of 
Δg, the DSSV group has performed a global 
analysis with pseudo-data which reflect the antic-
ipated experimental precision. Figure 3-6 shows 
the running integral !"∆!(!,!!)!

!!"#
 as a func-

tion of xmin at Q2 = 10 GeV2 and uncertainty esti-
mates at 90% C.L. based on DSSV framework 
with and without including the various sets of 
pseudo-data for PHENIX and STAR. The solid 
line and the outer band reflect our current 
knowledge of Δg based on published RHIC and 
other world data similar to what was already 
shown in Figure 3-3.  The inner uncertainty band 
illustrates the reduction of uncertainties due to 
the combined set of the projected RHIC meas-
urements discussed above. As can be seen, the 
preliminary and upcoming RHIC data are ex-
pected to reduce the present uncertainties on the 
truncated integral by about a factor of 2 at xmin = 
10-3 where RHIC data can provide an experi-
mental constraint. For illustration, Figure 3-6 
extends down to an xmin of 10-6 well outside the x-
region covered by RHIC data. It is interesting to 
notice that the optimum fit of DSSV prefers an 
integrated gluon helicity distribution of about 
0.36, i.e., the gluons carry more than 70% of the 
proton’s spin in this scenario at a scale Q2 = 10 
GeV2. About half of this value already stems 
from the x-range covered by published RHIC 
data, as was demonstrated in Figure 3-3. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-6: The running integral for Δg 
as a function of xmin at Q2 = 10 GeV2 as 
obtained in the DSSV global analysis 
framework. The inner and outer uncer-
tainty bands at 90% C.L. are estimated 
with and without including the combined 
set of projected pseudo-data for prelimi-
nary and future RHIC measurements up 
to Run-2015 (see Table 3-1), respective-
ly. 
 
 

 
Figure 3-7 provides a complementary view of 

the already achieved and still to be expected im-
provements on our knowledge of Δg from the 
RHIC spin program. Here we look into the max-
imum allowed variation by the data in a small bin 
of momentum fraction x and regardless of what 

happens outside of that interval, rather than com-
bining all contributions from xmin to 1 simultane-
ously as in Figure 3-6. Results are shown for the 
original DSSV’08 analysis based on PHENIX 
and STAR data only up to Run-2006, the recent 
update including the published Run-2009 data, 
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RHIC: The most versatile collider yet 
PTEP 2015, 03A102 S. Ozaki and T. Roser

Fig. 10. Integrated nucleon-pair luminosity for the heavy ion (left) and the polarized proton (right) running
modes since the start of RHIC operation.

Fig. 11. Quarter-wave 56 MHz SRF cavity for RHIC storage RF system.

stochastic cooling to reduce the RMS bunch length to less than 1 ns and therefore minimize the length
of the region where the beam bunches collide.

With the addition of the new Electron Beam Ion Source (EBIS), which replaces the Tandem pre-
injectors, all ions, including uranium beams, can be delivered to and collided in RHIC. During a first
run with uranium beams the stochastic cooling was so effective that, during a store, the collision rate
would increase for about an hour before reaching a peak and then decline due to the “burn up” of
ions in the two collision points [10].

A new polarized ion source providing H-minus beams with high intensity and polarization, a new
resonance jumping system in the AGS, and carefully adjusted spin tune control in RHIC led to record
average store polarization of 55% and average store luminosity of 160 × 1030 cm−2 s−1 for 250 GeV
on 250 GeV polarized proton collisions [11]. The interaction region beta∗ was reduced to 0.65 m with
good dynamic aperture. This is three times smaller than the design value.
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final result is a weighted average of asymmetries from
two beams. A likelihood method was also used in order
to deal with the lower statistics, particularly in the 2011
and 2012 data sets.

The two rings at RHIC with counter-propagating
beams are designated yellow (y,Y) and blue (b,B). The
number of expected counts µyb for the data sample can
be expressed as:

µyb = RybN (1+b·ALPB+y·ALPY +b·y·ALLPBPY ) (2)

where Ryb is the relative luminosity between the colliding
beam helicity configurations, y (b) denotes the helicity of
the two colliding beams and takes the value of +1 (�1)
for positive (negative) helicity, the parameter N is an
average count, PB and PY are the polarizations of the
two beams, ALL is the double spin asymmetry. The spin
asymmetries were calculated by maximizing a likelihood
function defined using Poisson statistics as:

L =
Y

y=±1,b=±1

P (µyb, Nyb) , (3)

where Nyb is the spin sorted yield. To calculate the 2013
positive and negative ⌘ bin asymmetries a generalized
form for these equations was used.
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FIG. 2. (color online). Asymmetry results from the com-
bined 2011 and 2012 data sets for |⌘| < 0.35 (black circles)
and the 2013 data (red squares) separated into two equal ⌘
bins between -0.35 and 0.35. The green line and shaded re-
gion shows a theoretical calculation using CHE [15] with the
NNPDFpol1.1 PDF sets [8], while the dashed magenta line
shows the DSSV14 calculation [27].

Table II summarizes the AL results. Both of the asym-
metry calculation methods employed gave consistent re-
sults for all the data sets. The systematic uncertainties
were obtained by propagating the systematic uncertain-
ties of the dilution factors to the final asymmetry values.

The asymmetry in the background region was also mea-
sured and for all cases the asymmetry was consistent with
zero, within uncertainties.

TABLE II. Longitudinal single-spin asymmetries, AL, for
the 2011 and 2012 data sets (combined) spanning the entire ⌘
range of PHENIX (|⌘| < 0.35), for the 2013 data set separated
into two ⌘ bins, and for the combined 2011-2013 data sets.

Lepton Data Set h⌘i AL

e+ 2011+2012 0 -0.27 ± 0.10 (stat) ± 0.01 (syst)

2013 ⌘ > 0 0.17 -0.38 ± 0.07 (stat) ±0.01 (syst)

2013 ⌘ < 0 -0.17 -0.35 ± 0.07 (stat) ±0.01 (syst)

2011–2013 all 0 -0.35 ± 0.04 (stat) ±0.01 (syst)

e� 2011+2012 0 0.28 ± 0.16 (stat) ± 0.02 (syst)

2013 ⌘ > 0 0.17 0.10 ± 0.13 (stat) +0.02
�0.01 (syst)

2013 ⌘ < 0 -0.17 0.17 ± 0.12 (stat) +0.03
�0.01 (syst)

2011–2013 all 0 0.17 ± 0.08 (stat) ±0.02 (syst)

These results are shown in Fig. 2 with two theoretical
calculations: (CHE) [15] for the NNPDFpol1.1 [8] and a
recent calculation [27] using the DSSV 14 PDF sets [28].
While the DSSV 14 curve was obtained from a global
fit of DIS and SIDIS data (including recent COMPASS
results [9, 10]), the NNPDFpol1.1 uncertainty band con-
tains the 2012 STAR [20] result for flavor separation in
addition to DIS data. The theoretical asymmetry calcu-
lations agree with the data within 1.5 � uncertainty of
the data points. These results will be used to further
constrain the quark and anti-quark polarized parton dis-
tributions functions at an intermediate Bjorken x value
of roughly MW /

p
s = 0.16.
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FIG. 3. (color online). Asymmetry results from the combined
2011–2013 data sets from PHENIX [red] circles and the STAR
2012 [20] W results [blue] stars and their respective DSSV 14
theoretical predictions.
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Suspect soft QCD effects at low scales, but they seem to remain relevant to  
perturbative regimes as well 
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4.2 POLARIZATION EFFECTS IN THE PROTON:          
       SIVERS AND TWIST-3 

 
In the past the primary contributions of PHENIX 
and STAR to transverse spin physics have been 
through the study of forward neutral pion pro-
duction in p+p collisions (see, for example, ref. 
[45,46]).  This effort has been extended to in-
clude the first measurements at √s = 200 GeV of 
the transverse spin asymmetry AN for the η me-
son [47]. The STAR Run-2011 data taken with 
transverse polarization at √s = 500 GeV have 
revealed several surprising results. 

Figure 4-6 shows the transverse single spin 
asymmetry AN for “electromagnetic” jets (i.e. jets 
with its energy only measured in a electromag-
netic calorimeter) detected in the FMS at 2.5 < h 
< 4.0 as a function of the jet pT for different pho-
ton multiplicities and ranges in jet energy. It can 
be clearly seen that with increasing number of 
photons in the “electromagnetic jet” (increasing 
“jettiness” of the event) the asymmetry becomes 
smaller. Jets with an isolated π0 have the largest 
asymmetry consistent with the asymmetry in in-

clusive π0 events, as seen from the right-most 
panel in Figure 4-1.  For all jet energies and pho-
ton multiplicities in the jet, the asymmetries are 
basically flat as a function of jet pT, a feature also 
already seen for inclusive π0 asymmetries. Re-
cently, it has been proposed that in the collinear, 
Twist-3 factorization approach a significant por-
tion of the sizable inclusive pion asymmetries 
seen at forward pseudorapidity is due to Twist-3 
FFs coupled to transversity [48]. This calculation 
is the first one which showed, similar to the ex-
periment [49], a flat pT-dependence for AN. The 
ability for this approach to describe adequately 
the effects seen at SIDIS and at RHIC is a poten-
tially significant breakthrough in the longstand-
ing mystery surrounding the nonzero inclusive 
asymmetries at forward pseudorapidity (e.g. Ref. 
[50]). For these reasons, the most desirable kin-
ematic region for future study at RHIC is in the 
region of η > 2. 

 

 

 
 
 
Figure 4-6: The transverse single 
spin asymmetry AN for “electro-
magnetic” jets detected in the 
FMS (2.5 < η < 4.0) as function of 
the jet pT and the photon multiplic-
ity in the jet in bins of the jet ener-
gy. This behavior raises serious 
questions regarding how much of 
the large forward π0 asymmetries 
are due to the same underlying 
dynamics as jet production namely 
2�2 parton scattering processes. 

 
To further study these effects the transverse 

single spin asymmetry AN of these electromag-
netic jets has also been studied in correlation 
with an away side jet in the rapidity range -1 < η 
< 2. Requiring an additional correlated away-side 
jet the asymmetry for isolated forward π0 mesons 
becomes smaller. For further details see refer-

ence [51]. Both these observations raise serious 
questions regarding how much of the large for-
ward π0 asymmetries are due to the same under-
lying dynamics as jet production namely 2�2 
parton scattering processes. The STAR results 
are in agreement with preliminary results from 
the ANDY collaboration at RHIC, which meas-
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ured AN for inclusive jets at √s = 500 GeV on the 
order of  ~5x10-3 [52]. In [53] it is argued that 
this behavior is consistent with the fact that the 
Twist-3 parton correlation functions for u and d 
valence quarks cancel, because their behavior 
follows the one obtained for the Sivers function 
from fits to the SIDIS data, which show the u and 
d quark Sivers function to have opposite sign but 
equal magnitude. The same cancelation occurs 
calculating AN for π0 at forward rapidities. But 
even more importantly it has been shown that the 
sign of the asymmetry calculated in the Twist-3 
formalism does not match the one measured for 
π0  AN [54]. 

All these observations indicate that the under-
lying subprocess causing a significant fraction of 
the large transverse single spin asymmetries in 
the forward direction is of diffractive nature. The 
Roman Pot PHASE-II* upgrade at STAR [55,56] 
will allow to make a measurement of AN π0 for 
single and double diffractive events by tagging 
one or both protons in the Roman Pots. A dis-
covery of large transverse single spin asymme-
tries in diffractive processes would open a new 
avenue to study the nature of the pomeron ex-
change in p+p collisions. To measure this asym-
metry is a goal for the part of Run-2015 with 
transverse polarized p+p collisions. 

 

 

 

Figure 4-7: The AN measured at midrapidity (|η| < 0.35), as 
function of pT for π0 (a) and η (b) mesons.Triangles are slightly 
forward/backward going sub-samples of the full data set (cir-
cles). These are shifted in pT for better visibility. An additional 
uncertainty from the beam polarization is not included. 

Figure 4-8: Single spin asymmetries of single muons 
measured at forward rapidities (1.4<η<1.9). The results 
are corrected for background contributions from punch-
through hadrons. Systematic uncertainties are dominated 
by the uncertainty in the background fraction. 

 
Figure 4-7 shows AN for π0 (a) and η (b) me-

sons at midrapidity, no significant deviation from 
zero can be seen in the results within the statisti-
cal uncertainties in the covered transverse mo-
mentum range. Fragmentation effects would like-
ly dominate any difference in the two-meson 
asymmetries. Either these are small or sup-
pressed by the contributing transversity distribu-
tion in the covered kinematic range. 

With the dominant underlying subprocesses 
being qg and gg scattering (see Figure 2-3 left) 
these asymmetries, like earlier low statistics re-
sults [57], can be used to constrain the gluon Siv-
ers function [58] dominantly through the Twist-3 
formalism. Figure 4-8 shows AN for inclusive 
muons measured at 1.4 <|η|<1.9 with the PHE-
NIX muon arms. Theses inclusive muons come 
dominantly from open charm and J/Ψ mesons, 
which are only produced through gluon-gluon 
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5 UNIQUE FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES WITH PO-
LARIZED PROTONS AT RHIC 
 
5.1 DETECTOR UPGRADES  

 
In response to a charge from the BNL Associate Lab Director Berndt Mueller, the STAR and PHENIX 

Collaborations documented their plans for future p+p and p+A running at RHIC in 2021 and beyond [83, 
56]. The time period covered by the charge coincides with scheduled p+p and p+A running at ! = 200 
GeV as part of the proposed sPHENIX [84] run plan and assumes modest increases in RHIC performance 
[85]. A summary of the detailed white papers from PHENIX and STAR is given in the following sections.  
While the white papers are consistent with the current plan for RHIC running in the next decade, both col-
laborations also present opportunities that could be exploited with additional polarized proton running at 510 
GeV.  

 

5.1.1  The fsPHENIX Upgrade 
 

 
Figure 5-1: Engineering rendering of the sPHENIX (central barrel) and fsPHENIX (forward spectrometer) apparatus. 
The magnet flux return at both ends of the sPHENIX barrel is not shown in this rendering. See text for details of the 
fsPHENIX spectrometer arm. 

 
The PHENIX collaboration has previously pre-

sented plans for the evolution of PHENIX to a 
next-generation heavy-ion detector [86], and ul-
timately to an EIC detector [87]. The time period 
covered by the charge from the BNL ALD  is in-
termediate to these existing proposals and would 
coincide with scheduled p+p and p+A running at 
! = 200 GeV as part of the proposed sPHENIX 

run plan.  

This fsPHENIX (“forward sPHENIX”) physics 
program focuses on physics observables at for-
ward angles with additional detectors augmenting 
the sPHENIX upgrade. With the possibility that in 
the transition to the EIC the RHIC collider may 
not maintain the ability to provide hadron colli-
sions, opportunities for significant new discover-
ies would be lost if the existing investment in 
RHIC is not fully exploited with measurements in 

 41 

5.1.2  STAR Upgrades 
Forward Calorimeter System 

 
The STAR forward upgrade is mainly driven 

by the desire to explore QCD physics in the very 
high or low region of Bjorken x. Previous STAR 
efforts using the FPD and FMS detectors, in par-
ticular the refurbished FMS with pre-shower de-
tector upgrade in Runs 2015-2016, have demon-
strated that there are outstanding QCD physics 
opportunities in the forward region as we have 
outlined in the previous sections. In order to go 
much beyond what STAR would achieve with the 
improved FMS detector, STAR proposes a for-
ward detector upgrade with superior detection 
capability for neutral pions, photons, electrons, 
jets and leading hadrons covering a pseudorapidi-
ty region of 2.5-4.5. 

At the core of the forward detector upgrade is 
the Forward Calorimeter System (FCS). The de-
sign of the FCS is driven mainly by detector per-
formance, the integration into the STAR system 
and the cost optimization. Whenever possible we 
also minimize the number of mechanical compo-
nents and the construction and operation resources 
needed from the collaboration in order to carry out 

the forward upgrade project under the expected 
constraints for budget and other resources. 

The FCS consists of a Spaghetti ElectroMag-
netic Calorimeter (SPACal) followed by a Lead 
and Scintillating Plate sampling Hadronic Calo-
rimeter (HCal). The SPACal is made of Tungsten 
powder and scintillating fibers as such it has 
achieved one of the highest densities and among 
the most compact calorimeters. The Moliere radi-
us of the SPACal is about 2.3 cm and we have 
chosen the size of each module to be 2.5×2.5×17 
cm3 corresponding to 23 X0 in length. The HCal is 
made of Lead and Scintillator tiles with a tower 
size of 10×10×81 cm3 corresponding to 4 interac-
tion length. Our goal is to have a fully compen-
sated calorimeter system. The proposed FCS has 
120×80 SPACal towers and 30×20 HCal towers 
covering an area of 3×2 m2. We are currently in-
vestigating the possibility to locate the FCS closer 
to the interaction vertex reducing the number of 
towers necessary for the same pseudorapidity 
coverage. 

 

  
 

Figure 5-5: Location of the FCS at the West side of the STAR Detector system and a GEANT model of                  
the FCS in the STAR simulation software 
 

Figure 5-5 shows the location of the proposed 
FCS at the West side of the STAR detector system 
and a schematic description of the FCS in the 
STAR Monte Carlo simulation software. The 
read-out for the SPACal will be placed in the front 
so that there will be no significant dead gaps 
between the SPACal and the HCal. Wavelength 
shifting slats are used to collect light from the 

HCAL scintillating plates to be detected by 
photon sensors at the end of the HCal. Multiple 
Silicon PMTs will be used to read out each 
SPACal and HCal module, 4 for SPACal and 8 for 
HCal, respectively.   
 The SPACal construction technique using 
Tungsten powders and scintillating fibers and the 
compact read-out scheme using SiPMTs have 

sPHENIX à forward sPHENIX à 
An EIC/eRHIC detector (not shown) 

STAR upgrade: 
Forward Calorimeter 

System (FCS) 
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What does a proton look like? 
Un-polarized & polarized 

Need to go beyond 1-dimension!  
Need 3D Images of nucleons in Momentum & Position space  
Could they give us clues on orbital motion of partons? 

à Finally help solve the spin puzzle?  
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TABLE IV: Truncated first moments, ∆f1,[0.001→1]
i , and full ones, ∆f1

i , of our polarized PDFs at various Q2.

x-range in Eq. (35) Q2 [GeV2] ∆u +∆ū ∆d +∆d̄ ∆ū ∆d̄ ∆s̄ ∆g ∆Σ
0.001-1.0 1 0.809 -0.417 0.034 -0.089 -0.006 -0.118 0.381

4 0.798 -0.417 0.030 -0.090 -0.006 -0.035 0.369
10 0.793 -0.416 0.028 -0.089 -0.006 0.013 0.366
100 0.785 -0.412 0.026 -0.088 -0.005 0.117 0.363

0.0-1.0 1 0.817 -0.453 0.037 -0.112 -0.055 -0.118 0.255
4 0.814 -0.456 0.036 -0.114 -0.056 -0.096 0.245
10 0.813 -0.458 0.036 -0.115 -0.057 -0.084 0.242
100 0.812 -0.459 0.036 -0.116 -0.058 -0.058 0.238
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FIG. 3: Our polarized PDFs of the proton at Q2 = 10 GeV2

in the MS scheme, along with their ∆χ2 = 1 uncertainty
bands computed with Lagrange multipliers and the improved
Hessian approach, as described in the text.

tendency to turn towards +1 at high x. The latter be-
havior would be expected for the pQCD based models.
We note that it has recently been argued [73] that the
upturn of Rd in such models could set in only at rela-
tively high x, due to the presence of valence Fock states of
the nucleon with nonzero orbital angular momentum that
produce double-logarithmic contributions ∼ ln2(1−x) in
the limit of x → 1 on top of the nominal power behav-
ior. The corresponding expectation is also shown in the
figure. In contrast to this, relativistic constituent quark
models predict Rd to tend to −1/3 as x → 1, perfectly
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FIG. 4: Uncertainties of the calculated Aπ0

LL at RHIC in our
global fit, computed using both the Lagrange multiplier and
the Hessian matrix techniques. We also show the correspond-
ing PHENIX data [23].

consistent with the present data.

Light sea quark polarizations: The light sea quark and
anti-quark distributions turn out to be better constrained
now than in previous analyses [36], thanks to the advent
of more precise SIDIS data [10, 14, 15, 16] and of the new
set of fragmentation functions [37] that describes the ob-
servables well in the unpolarized case. Figure 6 shows the
changes in χ2 of the fit as functions of the truncated first
moments ∆ū1,[0.001→1], ∆d̄1,[0.001→1] defined in Eq. (35),
obtained for the Lagrange multiplier method. On the
left-hand-side, Figs. 6 (a), (c), we show the effect on the
total χ2, as well as on the χ2 values for the individual
contributions from DIS, SIDIS, and RHIC pp data and
from the F, D values. It is evident that the SIDIS data
completely dominate the changes in χ2. On the r.h.s. of
the plot, Figs. 6 (b), (d), we further split up ∆χ2 from
SIDIS into contributions associated with the spin asym-
metries in charged pion, kaon, and unidentified hadron
production. One can see that the latter dominate, closely
followed by the pions. The kaons have negligible impact
here. For ∆ū1,[0.001→1], charged hadrons and pions are
very consistent, as far as the location of the minimum
in χ2 is concerned. For ∆d̄1,[0.001→1] there is some slight
tension between them, although it is within the tolerance

We only have a  
1-dimensional picture! 
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US EIC: Kinematic reach & properties 
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Current polarized DIS data:
CERN DESY JLab SLAC

Current polarized BNL-RHIC pp data:
PHENIX π0 STAR 1-jet
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For e-N collisions at the EIC: 
ü  Polarized beams: e, p, d/3He 
ü  Variable center of mass energy 
ü  Wide Q2 range à evolution  
ü  Wide x range à spanning 

valence to low-x physics 

For e-A collisions at the EIC: 
ü  Wide range in nuclei 
ü  Lum. per nucleon same as e-p 
ü  Variable center of mass energy  
ü  Wide x range (evolution) 
ü  Wide x region (reach high gluon 

densities) 
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